
13.12 Review
13.12.1 Key knowledge summary
13.2 Different types of landscapes• Landscapes are influenced by factors such as climate, geographical features and latitude.• The type of landscape that develops is determined by the mix of these factors.• There are variations within landscapes and they are impacted by human activity.

13.4 The processes that shape landscapes• Landscapes are continually changing; tectonic forces are at work to build landscapes and processes
such as weathering and erosion wear them away.• Human activity such as deforestation increases the rate of erosion.• Soil varies across landscapes and ultimately determines the type of vegetation that a landscape can
support.

13.5 Underground landscapes• Karst landscapes are found all over the world, predominantly in tropical regions.• Karst forms where slightly acidic water filters through soluble bedrock such as limestone forming
hollows and caves beneath the surface of the Earth.• The largest karst cave system is located on Australia’s Nullarbor Plain.

13.6 Australian landforms• Australia is an ancient landscape and has undergone many changes over millions of years.• Tectonic forces have uplifted the land, creating mountain ranges. The landscape was been worn away
and sculpted by the processes of weathering, erosion and deposition.• Australia has also migrated, so that its climate and vegetation are vastly different to what they were
millions of years ago.

13.7 Landforms of the Pacific• The Pacific Ocean makes up almost one-third of the Earth’s surface and is dominated by three major
island groups.• The islands within these major groups are classified as low islands and high islands.

13.9 Cultural significance of landscapes• Indigenous Australians have been in Australia for around 60 000 years and have a close bond with
the land.• The Australian landscape is culturally significant to Indigenous Australians and there is often conflict
between ancient beliefs and European settlers.• Balancing the competing needs of culture and resources involves striking a delicate balance.

13.10 Preserving and managing landscapes• The World Heritage List ensures that places of natural and cultural significance are preserved and
managed so they are not lost for future generations.• Australia has several sites that are culturally significant and also considered natural wonders, such as
the Artesian Range.• The inaccessible nature of the Artesian Range has protected it from human activity, however, it is
threatened by introduced species.

13.12.2 Reflection
Complete the following to reflect on your learning.
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13.11 ACTIVITIES
Revisit the inquiry question posed in the Overview:
content to come

1. Now that you have completed this topic, what is your view on the question? Discuss with a partner. Has
your learning in this topic changed your view? If so, how?

2. Write a paragraph in response to the inquiry question outlining your views.

eWorkbook Reflection (doc-xxxxx)

Crossword (doc-xxxxx)

Interactivity Introducing landforms and landscapes crossword (int-xxxx)

KEY TERMS
sediment material carried by water
coral atoll a coral reef that partially or completely encircles a lagoon
archaeological concerning the study of past civilisations and cultures by examining the evidence left behind, such as
graves, tools, weapons, buildings and pottery
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